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Bellows are used in the Electrical
Bus Duct system which
prevents the transmission of
vibration to Electrical
components.

They can be round, square, rectangular,  
even “T" or “L" shaped. These can also be

constructed with Multiple Arches. 

Since pressure requirements in

ducts are very low compared to

piping systems, they are

manufactured in lighter

construction to be more

responsive to the reduced

stiffness of sheet metal

ducting.

Aluminium / Copper can also

be the material of construction

for these applications.

Easyflex is OEM Supplier of
bellows to NTPC & BHEL





Easyflex Metallic Expansion joints
fitted at suction and discharge of
Water Cooled Chiller at an
International Airport facility.

Applications

PUMPS

CHILLERS

GENERATORS

BOILERS

TURBINES

ENGINES

EXHAUST DUCTS

FLUE GAS PIPES



Thermal Expansion in Piping &
Ducting systems connected to

Mechanical Equipments cause Stress

and Vibration in the associated pipe
work.

A Metallic Expansion Joint

is composed of a Flexible

Bellow Element made up of

a series of Convolutions
with suitable end fittings.

Types of Movements

Axial Elongation
Axial Compression
Lateral
Angular

Universal

Expansion Joints are designed to

withstand Pressure of the System

with enough Flexibility to

compensate for movements required
by the piping.

Exhaust Expansion Joint

SIZE : 1700MM NB | TESTED AT 11.25 BAR | IRRIGATION APPLICATION









SS Braided Hose Connections
Corrugated Metallic Hoses and SS braids combined

with custom end fittings make up for Flexible

Connections for

Available in SS304, SS316, SS321 - with end fittings like

Fixed / Rotating Flanges, Couplings, Pipe ends and

more.

Air Handling Units 

Fan coil units 

Steam generation

Oil & Gas application

MAJOR SUPPLY TO DATA CENTERS



With EPDM Lining and Brass End Fittings, these flexible connectors

are the perfect cost-effective solution.

Also available in Corrugated Type Hose without Braiding



FIRE SPRINKLER HOSE PIPES
Braided

Unbraided
Including all Accessories and End fittings.









FLEXIBLE DUCT CONNECTORS
Air Duct installation connected with Fans,

Blowers and Air Handling Units transmit noise

and vibration throughout the entire ducting

UL Listed Fabrics

NFPA Approved

Fire Rated & Retardant

Available in Rox, Neoprene,

Silicone and Insulated Fibre

glass

For temperature ranges

upto  260°C

Customised to Round,

Rectangular and Square

connectors

Also available for Double

Duct applications

Flexible Connections in the form of Fabric Rolls or

Flanged Connectors help isolate noise and

vibrations from Air Handling Units



ROUND TO RECTANGULAR DUCT CONNECTORS | SIZE 1400 to 1350 DIA X 300mm OAL





Rooftop Supports for Equipment

EasyFoot by Easyflex has been designed to

carry large Air Handling Units, Chiller Systems
and other heavy plant loads especially for Roof

top applications.

Modular System

Easy & Quick Installation

Made from Recycled Rubber and adds to
Carbon Credits for Green Buildings.

Drilling or penetration of Waterproof Roof
membrane is not required.



VIBRATION ISOLATION



Easyflex H-Frame Kit for PAC Unit



H-FRAME





Hangers are available in Spring , Rubber and a

combination of both.

Fans, FCU's, AHU's and Chilled water pipes are

common applications for these Spring Hangers.



Models with upto 9 Springs and more
Point Load Capacity upto 16 TON 
Seismically Restrained Isolators

Restrained Spring Isolators



SS Enclosed Spring Isolator



Poured with Concrete and supported

by Noise & Vibration Isolators, Inertia

Base Frames are floating  foundations

for Pumps and are totally isolated

from the structure due to Air Gap.

Easyflex Inertia Base Design Report

contains Technical Parameters like :

Estimated Base Design

Dimensions & Weights (including

concrete)

Estimated Deflections

Vibration Isolation Efficiency

Calculation



Inertia bases provide suitable attachment for vibration

isolators and reduce motion of equipment during start-up and

shut-down.

Help to reduce rocking by lowering the equipment centre of

gravity.

Pump Make

Pump Type

Pump Dimensions

Pump Motor

Installation Location

Foundation Details

The correct inputs are critical

to selection and design of the

right Inertia base to match the

on-site installation parameters.

Our Design team adopts a

methodological approach to

make sure the base is designed

to suit site conditions.



700+ PUMPS DATABASE | INSTANT SELECTION | INERTIA BASE & VIBRATION ISOLATION DESIGN REPORT





Turret Mount

Easy Mount

These are mostly used for machine tools, production equipments, heating

and ventilation equipments, pumps, generators, compressors, air handling

units, fans, under heavy equipment, electronics or sensitive laboratory

apparatus, business machines, computers and data processors etc





SEISMIC ISOLATION

Primary hazard : when the damage to the NSE can
impair its own functionality and cause a threat to
people’s lives in the building.

Negligence to secure non-structural elements of a

building can lead to multiple negative effects

Secondary hazard : when the NSE can cause an
action that may lead to loss of life, property and
loss of building functionality. 

For instance - damage to piping which leads to

leakage of water, flooding the building and

eventually shutting down the electricity, thus

making the building unusable.



Seismic Bracing Systems are designed and

engineered to Brace and Secure Non-
Structural Equipment (Architectural

elements, Mechanical and Electrical

equipment and supplies and other building

furniture and services) within a building or

structure to minimise Earthquake damage to

suspended services.



SEA WOODS MUMBAI
Restrained Spring Mounts installed with Fans

Building Codes in many areas

require components to be

capable of resisting forces

created during a Seismic Event.

Resilient Snubbers used while

installation can limit the motion

experienced by equipment and

ensure it remains in place.

Easyflex Seismic
Snubber series is
suitable for 250
Kg to 11500 Kg
Point Load.

SEISMIC SNUBBERS & ISOLATORS







Unique to the loop is the incredibly low amount of

force required to bend its legs, minimizing anchor

loads, guiding and installation costs. 

With the loops extreme flexibility and low force to

move, the loop absorbs the seismic energy and imposes

minimal loads on the adjacent pipe hangers, supports

or nozzle loads on major equipment.



PE PIPE SUPPORT







Jack Up mounts help create a floating floor with an Air Gap
of 4 Inches for a Music Recording Studio.



Installation of Acosustical Furring ClipWall Isolation Clips
















